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Background: The question whether Developmental Dyscalculia (DD; a deficit in the ability to process numerical
information) is the result of deficiencies in the non symbolic numerical representation system (e.g., a group of dots)
or in the symbolic numerical representation system (e.g., Arabic numerals) has been debated in scientific literature.
It is accepted that the non symbolic system is divided into two different ranges, the subitizing range (i.e., quantities
from 1-4) which is processed automatically and quickly, and the counting range (i.e., quantities larger than 4) which
is an attention demanding procedure and is therefore processed serially and slowly. However, so far no study has
tested the automaticity of symbolic and non symbolic representation in DD participants separately for the
subitizing and the counting ranges.
Methods: DD and control participants undergo a novel version of the Stroop task, i.e., the Enumeration Stroop.
They were presented with a random series of between one and nine written digits, and were asked to name either
the relevant written digit (in the symbolic task) or the relevant quantity of digits (in the non symbolic task) while
ignoring the irrelevant aspect.
Result: DD participants, unlike the control group, didn't show any congruency effect in the subitizing range of the
non symbolic task.
Conclusion: These findings suggest that DD may be impaired in the ability to process symbolic numerical
information or in the ability to automatically associate the two systems (i.e., the symbolic vs. the non symbolic).
Additionally DD have deficiencies in the non symbolic counting range.Introduction
Developmental dyscalculia (DD) is a specific disorder in
numerical and mathematical abilities, with a neuro-
anatomical source [1-3], for meta-analyses see: [4].
There is a continuous debate in scientific literature on
the ability of people with DD to represent symbolic (e.g.,
Arabic numerals) and non-symbolic (e.g., a group of
dots with different quantities) numerical information. In
the current study we examined specifically whether DD
adults are deficient in their ability to automatically
process one or both of the systems of numerical repre-
sentation. For this purpose, we used a novel version of
the Stroop task [5] which we called enumeration Stroop.
In the following introduction, we first describe these two* Correspondence: orly.rubinsten@gmail.com
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distribution, and reproduction in any mediumnumerical systems and then portray the rationale behind
the method used to explore whether DD adults are defi-
cient in one or both of these systems.
Non symbolic numerical representations
Certain numerical skills, unlike reading skills, develop
without formal teaching. These skills are commonly
attributed to an analog, non symbolic, and approximate
system [6,7]. Studies show that infants, and even animals,
display several basic numerical skills such as counting,
adding, and comparing [8]. Specifically, infants have been
found to be not only capable of discerning small object
sets (object tracking system), but also large sets [9,10] de-
pending on visual-spatial processing capabilities [11].
DD is frequently attributed to a deficit in these basic, in-
nate numerical processes, such as impaired understanding of
the meaning of numbers or impaired quantity representationed Central Ltd. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the
/creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use,
, provided the original work is properly cited.
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DD encounter difficulties in automatically accessing nu-
merical magnitudes [12,15,16]. However, developmental
and brain imaging findings on DD and non symbolic
number processing (e.g., comparing the numerosity of two
groups of dot patterns) are inconclusive. Both group dif-
ferences [3] and the absence of group differences [17] be-
tween children with and without DD were reported.
Enumeration develops during the first few years of life
and has been suggested as essential for the proper devel-
opment of numerical cognition. Discussions of enumer-
ation distinguish between three processes: estimation,
subitizing, and counting. In the current study we will
examine subitizing and counting, which as opposed to
estimation are both conscious and accurate [18].
Subitizing is an implicit cognitive ability to perceive
small numbers [18,19]. That is, it is a fast, automatic,
and accurate evaluation of a small set of objects (typic-
ally, 1 to 4 items; [19-21]). Very few studies have
explored subitizing in DD participants. Koontz and
Berch [21], for example, found that children with DD
have a smaller subitizing range than the control group
(see also [22] for similar observations). However, other
studies did not manage to replicate these findings
[23,24]. Moreover, subitizing has been shown to be
trainable and can be enhanced in 7–9 year olds with
mathematical deficiencies [25].
In contrast to subitizing, counting refers to larger sets
of numbers and is a serial, symbolic, verbal, and effortful
(i.e., requires working memory and attention resources)
process [26,27]. In a typical enumeration task, the num-
ber of items in a set are named faster and more accur-
ately in the subitizing range than in the counting range
[19,20]. In the counting range, there is a linear increase
of 200–400 ms per item [27]. This effect is not simply a
numerical case of Weber's law, since it is evident only at
the 1–10 range and not in the 10–20 range [28]; hence,
subitizing and counting are processed differently. In sup-
port of this assumption, event related potential's (ERP)
findings show that small quantities (1-4/3) are perceived
as a single individual object, while large quantities are
perceived as cardinal values [29]. There is a wide con-
sensus regarding the existence of poor counting skills in
the DD population [23,30,31]. For example, Geary, Bow-
Thomas and Yao [32] conducted a series of counting
tests with DD and control children. The results indicated
a developmental delay in counting alongside incompe-
tence in detecting counting errors in the DD group. In
addition, Wilson and colleagues [25] did not manage to
accelerate the counting rate in their training study.
Therefore, counting, which requires attention and work-
ing memory resources, seems to be more deficient in the
DD population than subitizing, which is an automatic
process.Symbolic numerical representations
Symbolic numerical representations are distinct, accur-
ate, and culturally-dependent (e.g., Arabic numerals such
as “6” or number words such as “SIX” [33,34]). There is
ample evidence that the non symbolic system is funda-
mental in the construction of symbolic numerical think-
ing [35,36].
DD is often attributed to a deficit in the ability to
process symbolic representations; Rousselle and Noel
[37] found that young DD children (age 7) were slower
than age matched children only when comparing Arabic
digits. They proposed that DD children may be slower
than control children only in symbolic number proces-
sing. Mussolin, Martin and Schiltz [36] replicated these
findings in adults with DD, and suggested that DDs have
a "fuzzier" representation of symbolic number magni-
tude. Brain-imaging studies provide additional support
for this hypothesis. Specifically, the parietal brain region
has been shown to be less activated in young DD chil-
dren (7–9 years old) than in control children when com-
paring symbolic numerical quantities (e.g., 3 vs., 8;
[37,38]).
However, other findings support Dehaene’s [7] hypoth-
esis suggesting a weak number sense in DD, meaning
that both these systems, non symbolic (e.g., a group of
dots) and symbolic (e.g., Arabic numerals) are impaired
[39,40]. Recently, in a review paper, Noel and Rousselle
[41] argued that the first deficit shown in DD emerges in
symbolic numerical representations during the process
of learning the symbolic numerical system. Deficiencies
in non-symbolic numerical representations only appear
later and are secondary to the first symbolic deficit.
Ways of studying automaticity and attention in subitizing
and counting
It has been suggested that numerical processing (sym-
bolic and non symbolic) is automatic [12,42,43]. That is,
this process begins immediately and even involuntarily
upon seeing numbers. Psychologists use conflict situa-
tions in order to study automaticity. One such task is
the Stroop task [5]. In this task, color-words are pre-
sented and participants are asked to name the color of
the ink and ignore the meaning of the word. In many
cases, participants cannot ignore the irrelevant dimen-
sion, which interferes with processing of the relevant
one. Such a result is considered both a failure of select-
ive attention and an indication of the automatic nature
of the irrelevant dimension.
In the numerical Stroop paradigm (NSP) participants
are presented with two Arabic digits and asked to com-
pare either their numerical value (and ignore the irrele-
vant physical size) or their physical size (ignoring the
irrelevant numerical value; e.g., congruent: 3 8; Incon-
gruent: 3 8; [42]). In contrast to the classic Stroop, in
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gruent) is bidirectional, namely, irrelevant physical size
can interfere with processing of the relevant numerical
value, while irrelevant numerical value can also interfere
with processing of the physical relevant size of the digit
[12,42]. This is an indication that reading Arabic digits,
as well as perceiving size, are both automatic processes.
Recently, the NSP has been used to measure numerical
automatic processes in the DD population. Dyscalculic
participants, unlike healthy participants, fail to automat-
ically process the irrelevant dimension [e.g., [13,44].
In the current study we will use a novel version of the
NSP, the enumeration Stroop. In this task, participants
are presented with a visual display containing a number
of items (either in the subitizing range, 1 to 4 items, or
in the counting range, 5 to 9 items). In the non symbolic
task, participants are asked to report the number of
items in the display while ignoring their identity. In the
symbolic task participants are asked to report the iden-
tity of the presented items and ignore their quantity.Congruent : Incongruent:
Figure 1 Examples of congruent stimuli and incongruent
stimuli.Distance effect
Stroop tasks (such as the NSP) result not only in Stroop
effects (i.e., congruent vs. incongruent) but also in a dis-
tance effect. The distance effect is an outcome of a de-
crease in reaction time (RT) and an increase in accuracy
rate (acc) as a function of numerical difference between
the written digits, or the quantities that are being com-
pared [45]. For example, RT is typically shorter when
one is asked to decide if 9 is larger than1, compared to a
longer RT when comparing 9 to 8, and acc will be higher
as well (in the case of 9 vs. 1). Numerical distance was
found to affect children’s performance from an early age
[46]. However, while some studies found that the slope
of the distance effect (i.e., Y axis: RT or acc; X axis: the
ascending distances) decreases with age [39,45], others
have found no developmental change in the distance ef-
fect [46,47]. Additionally, a symbolic distance effect was
found to be associated with mathematical proficiency
[45].
Only few studies have attempted to examine the dis-
tance effect in DD participants. Mussolin et al. [48]
examined young DD and control children (10–11 years
old) on several tasks of numerical comparison. They
found a distance effect regardless of the number format
and an even stronger effect (a steeper slope) in DD chil-
dren, as compared to a matched control group. A similar
pattern was found in previous studies as well [3,49]. In
contrast, other studies found no indication of a deviant
pattern of distance effect, despite a significantly shorter
RT [39]. To the best of our knowledge, there has been
no study to date that has systematically examined the
distance effect in adults with DD.Henik and Tzelgov [42] found that manipulating the
numerical distance in the NSP has an effect on perform-
ance, even if the distance manipulated was of the irrele-
vant dimension. Pavese and Umiltà [50,51] investigated
the effect of symbolic distance between the two dimen-
sions of a stimulus (i.e., relevant and irrelevant) in an
enumeration Stroop resembling the one used in the
current study (the task is presented in the section
below). They found that the greater the numerical dis-
tance between the two numbers in the stimulus, the
shorter the RT. Hence, the distance effect (i.e. the smal-
ler the numerical distance, the longer the RT) is a poten-
tially reversed force to the congruity effect (i.e. zero
numerical distances, shortest RT) in the numerical
Stroop tasks. This effect must evidently be taken into
consideration when analyzing data from a Stroop-like
task.The current research
In the current study, we examined whether DD adults
are deficient in one or both of the numerical representa-
tion systems, while analyzing levels of automaticity in
the ability to count and subitize. For this purpose, a
novel version of the NSP was used, which we call the
enumeration Stroop (see Figure 1). In this task, partici-
pants are presented with a visual display containing a
number of items (either in the subitizing range, 1 to 4
items, or in the counting range, 5 to 9 items). In the non
symbolic task, participants are asked to report the num-
ber of items in the display while ignoring their identity.
In the symbolic task participants are asked to report the
identity of the presented items and ignore their quantity.
The enumeration Stroop enables us to measure the
automaticity of quantity (number of items) and numer-
ical symbolic (Arabic numerals) perceptions, by compar-
ing the different reaction times (RT) and accuracy (acc)
of the congruent and incongruent trials (the congruency
effect) in the symbolic task (i.e., measuring the automati-
city of quantity processing) and in the non symbolic task
(i.e., measuring the automaticity of symbolic processing).
The objective of the study is to examine whether there
are significant differences between students with DD
and typically developing students, in the novel
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and accuracy.
We predicted that (1) In the non symbolic task -
incongruent, where the quantity (relevant dimension) is
in the subitizing range in both the congruent and incon-
gruent trials, we expected that the DD group will show a
smaller congruency effect (incongruent vs. congruent)
than the control group. We predicted this smaller effect
since DDs show a deficiency in the symbolic system [37]
and their perception of small quantities (i.e., subitizing)
is intact [23,24]. Hence, we assumed that the irrelevant
"weaker" dimension (the symbol) would not have an ef-
fect on the relevant "strong" one (the subitizing range).
Where quantity (relevant dimension) is in the counting
range in both the incongruent and congruent dimension,
we expected to see the same effect in the two groups.
We expected a similar effect in both groups because
DDs are considered to be deficient in both the symbolic
system [37] as well as in their perception of large quan-
tities (the counting range; [23,30,31]. (2) The symbolic
task - Where the quantity (irrelevant dimension) is in
the subitizing range in both the congruent and incon-
gruent trials, we assumed that the DD group will show a
larger congruency effect (i.e., congruent vs. incongruent)
compared to the control group. We expected to see this
larger effect, since DDs show a deficiency in the sym-
bolic system [37] and their perception of small quantities
(i.e., subitizing) might be intact [23,24]. Hence, we
assumed that the relevant "weaker" dimension (the
symbol) would be more affected by the irrelevant "strong"
one (the non symbolic subitizing range). In the analysis of
incongruent vs. congruent, where quantity (irrelevant di-
mension) is in the counting range in both the congruent
and incongruent trials, we expected to find the same effect
in both groups. We expected to find the same effect since
the DD group is considered to be deficient in the symbolic
system [37] and their perception of large quantities (the
counting range) is assumed to be deficient as well
[23,30,31]. In addition, we assume that in this range (i.e.,
the counting range) the irrelevant dimension will have a
smaller effect on participants' performance, in both DD
and control groups, since quantities in this counting range
are not processed automatically [26].
Method
Participants
Fifteen adults with developmental dyscalculia (2 males,
13 females; mean age = 26 years, 2 months, SD = 3
years, 2 months) and sixteen adults without develop-
mental dyscalculia (4 males, 12 females; mean age = 25
years, 5 months, SD= 2 years, 8 months), participated in
the study. Participants gave their written consent to take
part in the experiment and were paid 30 NIS as com-
pensation. The recruitment, payment and overallprocedure were authorized by the Research Ethics Com-
mittee of Haifa University.
Categorization and assessment criteria
In order to discard learning disabilities (LD) (to be dis-
tinguished from DD), participants were categorized
using the standardized diagnostic tests from the "Israeli
learning function diagnosis system" for high school and
higher education students. This system is a computer-
ized set of tests and standard questionnaires developed
by the National Institute for Testing and Evaluation to
diagnose learning disabilities in high school and higher
education students. The tests and questionnaires are na-
tionally normalized and hence assisted our recruitment
of DD and typically developing participants.
Participants underwent numerical (simple calculation,
procedural knowledge calculation, and numbers line posi-
tioning tasks), reading (text), rapid naming (of numbers
and letters), phonemic awareness (phoneme omission),
and attention tests (a questionnaire of their childhood and
adult attention ability based on the Diagnostic and Statis-
tical Manual of Mental Disorders [DSM]).
To be categorized as having DD, participants had to
meet the following two criteria: (1) Average or higher gen-
eral ability, as indexed by standardized scores of at least −1
on the reading, rapid naming, phonemic awareness, and at-
tention tests, and (2) impaired numeracy skills, as indexed
by standardized scores ≤ −1.5, of either RT or accuracy on
the simple calculation and procedural knowledge tests.
To be categorized as a control group, participants had
to meet the following two criteria: (1) Average or higher
general ability, as indexed by standardized scores of at
least −1, on the reading, rapid naming, phonemic aware-
ness, and attention tests, and (2) Average or higher general
ability, as indexed by standardized scores of at least −1 of
RT or accuracy on the simple calculation and proced-
ural knowledge tests. In addition, independent t-tests
were conducted upon the different test results. The
two groups were significantly different in all the nu-
merical tests except the RT of the number line posi-
tioning task (for mean test results and p values of
independent t-tests see Table 1).
The experimental task
Materials and methods
Stimuli were Arabic numerals (numbers 1 to 9) in differ-
ent visual patterns, that appeared one after the other at
the center of a computer screen (see Figure 1 for an ex-
ample) (see Additional file 1 for the full list of stimuli).
Stimuli were generated using custom-written software
programmed in Matlab. These routines enabled the gen-
eration of new stimuli sets for each training/experimen-
tal session. In order to eliminate the possibility that RT
or acc were affected by area or density, we controlled for













Acc RT Letters Numbers Acc RT A B C D Acc RT Acc RT Acc RT
DDs .59 .16 .66 -.04 .01 .07 -.24 -.35 .37 .14 −1.36 −1.06 −1.35 .34 −1.72 −1.31
Controls .67 .67 1.06 .82 .45 .23 .19 .16 .31 .04 0.7 .35 1.3 .27 .67 .58
Average .63 .41 .88 .42 .25 .16 -.01 -.08 .34 .08 -.25 -.31 -.34 .3 -.44 -.3
T -.38 −1.21 −1.63 −3.18** −1.78 -.59 −1.16 -.95 -.01 .36 −5.9** −4.4** −5.89** -.31 −7.13** −6.1**
Note: a, Attention in adulthood; b, Attention in childhood; c, Impulsiveness and hyperactivity in adulthood; d, Impulsiveness and hyperactivity in childhood.
Sig. = An independent T test significant.
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the number patterns. Thus the written digits were pre-
sented in changing sizes which led to a changing amount
of pixels displayed on the screen for each stimulus.
In order to create the images, the resolution is 800 ×
600. Each stimuli (see Figure 1) was chosen at random
by the e-prime program from a large pool of options
(each quantity, 1–9 dots, includes 100 different figures
per quantity).
The task itself was programmed with e-prime v2 Basic.
There were two different blocks in each experiment: In
the symbolic block, participants were asked to respond
vocally and say the number appearing on the screen
while ignoring the quantity (how many times it appears).
In the non symbolic block, participants were asked to
vocally decide how many times the number appears and
to ignore the number itself. Vocal responses were
recorded through the e-prime's response box.
In addition, the actual number that the participant said
was recorded as well. It was typed by the research assist-
ant on the computer keyboard (i.e., the research assist-
ant sat beside the participants and typed the number the
participant said or 0 if no oral response was given).
Each block began with a practice block (see Table 2 for
the full list of practice stimuli which were different from
those in the experimental phase but included the same
conditions). Feedback was given after each trial only in
the practice phase. The participants continued to the ac-
tual experiment only if they accumulated 13 correctTable 2 List of stimuli in practice trials (including description
the range of each type of stimulus)
The symbol The quantity Number of repetitions Numerical dista
1 2 2 1
5 6 2 1
4 5 2 1
1 4 2 3
5 8 2 3
4 7 2 3
1 1 4 0
5 5 4 0
4 4 4 0answers in the practice phase (the practice block had 24
trails; hence 13 trials are over 50% correct answers).
Procedure
Participants were seated about 50 cm from the computer
screen. The task assigned to participants was conducted
in two separate blocks, in which they were required to
name either the written digit (i.e., the symbolic task) or
the quantity (the number of times that the written digit
appears; i.e., the non symbolic task). Participants were
asked to ignore the irrelevant dimension (i.e., the quan-
tity in the symbolic task or the written number in the
non symbolic task). Each participant completed both
blocks, while half the participants began with the sym-
bolic block and half with the non symbolic block. The
experiment itself included nine breaks in each block (the
symbolic or the non symbolic) that ended when partici-
pants pressed a relevant key and were limited to two
minutes, as well as a break of a few minutes between the
two sections. The stimuli in each block were presented
in random order. Participants were asked to respond as
quickly and as accurately as possible. Each trial began
with a fixation point (a small white filled square) which
appeared for 500 ms followed by an empty black screen
for 300 ms, and then the sample quantity that appeared
for 400 ms and disappeared, leaving a blank gray screen
for 1500 ms (with no masking). The next trial began
with the fixation point. The presentation time of the
stimuli (400 ms +1500 ms blank gray screen) is based onof the number of repetitions, numerical distances, and










Figure 2 A description of the different analyses in the non
symbolic task.
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[21,42,52].
Statistical analyses
The variables used for the different statistical analyses
In order to explore possible different comparison pro-
cesses that could be involved according to the hypoth-
eses, the median RTs of all correct responses of each
participant were entered into a 3-way repeated measure-
ments ANOVA, with group (i.e., control or DD) as the
only between-subject factor, and congruity (i.e., congru-
ent, incongruent) and stimuli range (i.e., counting, subi-
tizing) of the non symbolic quantity as within-subject
factors. Since our hypotheses are distinct and different
for each task, this 3-way analysis was conducted separ-
ately for each task, the symbolic and the non symbolic.
An independent-samples t-test was conducted within
the different conditions, with the only between-subject
variable being group (i.e., control or DD).
Subitizing and counting in separation was only investi-
gated in the quantity (non symbolic) dimension and not
in the written digit (symbolic) dimension (which was al-
ways analyzed as a whole range from 1 to 9), since stud-
ies have found that the different ranges (i.e., subitizing
vs. counting) yield different RTs and acc rates only in
the non symbolic system [18,21,27]. To the best of our
knowledge, no study has found such an effect (i.e., differ-
ent patterns in small vs. large written numbers) in the
symbolic system.
In addition, and since there are different numbers of
stimuli in the counting and in the subitizing ranges, we
analyzed these ranges separately by creating 4 different
variables: (1) congruent-subitizing, (e.g., the written digit
1 appears once) (2) congruent- counting, (e.g., the digit
6 appears six times) (3) incongruent-subitizing (e.g.,
digits 1–9 appear three times) and (4) incongruent-
counting (e.g., the digits 1–9 appear six times).
Also, for a second separate analysis, we calculated the
relative dispersion of errors (RDE), which is the relative
numerical difference between the correct answer and the
participant’s incorrect actual answer divided by the cor-
rect answer. This variable takes into account not only
the distance between a correct and incorrect response,
but also where along the mental number line was the re-
sponse made (i.e., magnitude). Accordingly, and to learn
about the RDE, a new variable was computed using only
the error trials (|participant answer- actual correct answer/
correct answer|). This variable was then averaged for each
of the 4 new variables created (i.e., congruent-counting,
congruent-subitizing, incongruent-counting, and incongru-
ent-subitizing).
The median RDE's of each participant was entered into
a 3-way repeated measurement ANOVA, with group (i.e.,
control or DD) as the between- subject factor, andcondition (i.e., congruent-counting, congruent-subitizing,
incongruent-counting, and incongruent-subitizing) as the
within-subject factor. For post-hoc tests (e.g., within a
group or within a condition) we used a Bonferroni correc-
tion. In each of these comparisons there are two inde-
pendent variables (e.g., two groups or two conditions).
Therefore, after Bonferroni correction, the alpha value
was set at 0.025 for all post hoc analyses.Results
The average accuracy (acc) was 75.25% (SD = .95) in the
non symbolic task and 98.69% (SD =.92) in the symbolic
task. There was no reaction time/accuracy tradeoff in
each condition as indicated by the non significant Pear-
son correlations between RTs and acc (for example, the
correlation between RT and acc in the congruent condi-
tion of the nonsymbolic task was R = 0.204, p = .196)
(see Additional file 1: Appendix 2 for mean RT and acc
rates). The RT slope show a typical subitizing - counting
slope, reaction time slopes were greater for counting than
for subitizing trials [F (1, 29) = 12.32, p < .001]. Planned
comparisons indicated that the difference in subitizing
slopes was not significant [F (1, 29) = 1.08, p = .305],
whereas the difference in counting slopes was significant
[F (1, 29) = 113, p < .000].Reaction time analyses (RT)
Non symbolic task (See Figure 2 for analyses and
conditions)
Analysis 1(congruent vs. incongruent): The analysis indicated































Figure 3 Mean RTs as a function of the congruity in the non symbolic task in DD and control group.
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main effect of congruency was only marginally significant,
we added the likelihood ratio analysis [53]. The likelihood
ratio value is larger than 1 [λc= 1.99], suggesting that the
null model (e.g., the two conditions are the same) does
not provide a reasonable match to the data; hence the
conditions are most probably not the same.
There was a significant interaction between group and
congruity [F (1, 29) = 5.556, p = .025]. Simple effects of
this interaction revealed that within the control group
there was a significant difference between the congruent
and the incongruent conditions [F (1, 15) = 9.289, p =
.008], RT was shorter in the congruent condition by



























Figure 4 Mean RTs as a function of the congruity in the subitizing ranAdditional file 1: Appendix 2a). Within the DD group
there was no significant difference between the two con-
ditions [p = .815], that is, RT remained the same regard-
less of the congruency of the stimuli (see Figure 3).
We then analyzed the interaction between group and
congruity separately for each range of the relevant di-
mension (the quantity).
Analysis 2 (congruent - subitizing vs. incongruent -
subitizing): In the subitizing range we compared condi-
tion d (see Figure 2), the congruent - subitizing condi-
tion (both written digit and quantity are in the subitizing
range. e.g., the digit “3” appears 3 times), to condition e,
the incongruent condition wherein the quantity (i.e., the




ge of the non symbolic task in DD and control group.
Figure 5 A description of the different analyses in the symbolic
task.
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could be any written digit from '1' to '9').
Analysis 3 (congruent - counting vs. incongruent -
counting). In the counting range we compared condition c,
the congruent counting condition (both written digit and
quantity are in the counting range), to condition f, the in-
congruent condition in which the quantity (relevant di-
mension) is in the counting range (any written digit from
'1' to '9' appearing more than 4 times).
Only in the subitizing range (Analysis 2) was the
interaction between group and congruity significant


























Figure 6 Mean RTs as a function of the congruity in the symbolic tascongruency effect in the subitizing range for each group
separately and found that in the control group only, RT
was significantly faster in the congruent condition [F (1,
15) = 8.657, p = .010] than in the incongruent one. There
was no such significant effect in the DD group [p = .276]
(see Figure 4).
Symbolic task (see Figure 5)
Analysis 1 (congruent vs. incongruent): A significant
main effect of congruency was found, indicating that RT
was shorter in the congruent condition [F (1, 29) =
25.17, p < .001]. There was no significant interaction be-
tween group and congruity [p = .507] (see Figure 6).
Analysis 2 (congruent - counting vs. congruent -
subitizing): A main effect for range was found in the
comparison of the two different ranges with congruent
stimuli (e.g., condition c vs. condition d) [F (1, 29) =
6.608, p = .016]. Specifically, RT was shorter in the con-
gruent subitizing range. There was no significant inter-
action between the two congruent conditions and group
[p = .294].
Despite the fact that there was no significant inter-
action between group and congruency, we further ana-
lyzed each congruency effect (i.e., congruent vs.
incongruent) in each group separately, due to theoretical
reasons and our hypotheses.
Analysis 3 (congruent - subitizing vs. incongruent -
subitizing): We compared condition d, congruent subi-
tizing, to condition e, incongruent wherein the quantity
(the irrelevant dimension) is in the subitizing range while
the written digits (i.e., the relevant dimension) range from
1 to 9. In this comparison, there was a significant main ef-
fect [F (1, 29) = 26.158, p < .001] of congruency. Thus,
when the quantity was in the subitizing range, RT was
significantly shorter in the congruent condition for both




k in DD and control group.
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13.89, p = .002] (see Figure 7).
Analysis 4 (congruent - counting vs. incongruent - counting):
In contrast, when comparing condition c, the congruent
counting range condition, to condition f, the incongruent
where the quantity (irrelevant dimension) was in the
counting range (for example, the relevant written digit is
in the range of 1 to 9, but the irrelevant quantity dimen-
sion is in the counting range from 5–9), there was no ef-
fect, and RT was the same in the incongruent condition.
Distance effect
A 3-way ANOVA, that included the four different dis-
tances (e.g., zero, one, two, and five) in each task range
(i.e., symbolic task subitizing range, symbolic task count-
ing range, non symbolic task subitizing range, non sym-
bolic task counting range), was conducted in order to
examine the effect of the numerical distance between
the relevant and the irrelevant quantities on the per-
formance of the two groups. Within each of the four
task ranges, a repeated measurements ANOVA with
group (e.g., control or DD) as the between- subject fac-
tor and distance (e.g., zero, one, two, and five) as the
within-subject factor was conducted.
The performance of both groups followed the typical
distance effect pattern (i.e., smaller distances are processed
slower than larger ones), as indicated by the significant
distance effect that appeared in each numerical range be-
yond group. We further analyzed these effects and found
that distance five was significantly faster than a distance of
two in the non symbolic task [F (1, 29) = 48.62, p < .001]
and in the symbolic one [F (1, 29) = 27.04, p < .001]. Dis-
tance two was processed significantly faster than distance



























Figure 7 Mean RTs as a function of the congruity in the subitizing ranand in the symbolic one [F (1, 29) = 12.87, p = .001]. None
of the interactions with group (e.g., control or DD) as the
between- subject factor were significant, and both groups
reacted in the same manner to the different distances in
all the different conditions (i.e., in both of the tasks as well
as in both of the ranges).
Accuracy analyses (acc)
ACC - Non symbolic task
When comparing all the congruent trials with the incon-
gruent ones, there was a main effect of congruency
[F (1, 29) = 15.402, p < .001] and no interaction between
group and congruency [p = .511]. Acc was higher in the
congruent condition as compared to the incongruent
condition.
ACC - Symbolic task
The comparison between the two congruence conditions
yielded a main effect of congruency [F (1, 29) = 29, p =
.042]. The interaction was not significant [p = .197].
Relative dispersion of errors [RDE]
We analyzed the RDE [|participant answer - actual cor-
rect answer/correct answer|] of all the incorrect answers
given compared to the stimuli. For each participant eight
different averages (e.g., congruent, incongruent, counting
range, subitizing range, congruent_counting range, con-
gruent_subitizing range, incongruent_quantity in the
counting range and incongruent_quantity in the subitiz-
ing range) were created. There was no significant differ-
ence between the two groups in their variability of





ge of the symbolic task in DD and control group.
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In the non symbolic task, the mean RDE of the control
group was .058 (SD =.03) and for the DD group .048 (SD =
.02), and the difference between the groups was not signifi-
cant (p = .227). There was a significant congruency (i.e.,
congruent vs. incongruent) main effect [F (1, 29) =13.26,
p < .001], RDE was larger in the incongruent condition. In
addition, there was no significant interaction between
group and congruity [p = .174]. Range (i.e., counting vs.
subitizing) was significant [F (1, 29) =15.23, p = .001], with
the counting condition more dispersed than the subitizing
condition. There was no significant interaction between
group and range either [p = .628].
When analyzing the congruity effect in the two differ-
ent ranges (i.e., congruent vs. incongruent) a main effect
of congruency was found in both ranges (in the subitiz-
ing range [F (1, 29) =7.67, p = .010] and in the counting
range [F (1, 29) =11.04, p = .002]), with the congruent
condition less dispersed than the incongruent condition.
In addition, there was no significant interaction between
groups and congruity in the subitizing range [p = .262]
and in the counting range [p = .296].
RDE - Symbolic task
In the symbolic task, the mean RDE of the control group
was .01 (SD = .01) and for the DD group .006 (SD =
.04), where the difference between the groups was not
significant (p = .207). There was a significant congruent (i.
e., congruent vs. incongruent) main effect [F (1, 29) =10.59,
p = .003], showing larger RDE in the incongruent condi-
tion. Additionally, there was no interaction between group
and congruity [p = .398].
There was no main effect of congruency (i.e., congru-
ent vs. incongruent) in the counting range [p = .472]. In
contrast, in the subitizing range there was a main effect
of congruency [F (1, 29) =8.29, p = .007], therefore,
when the irrelevant quantity was in the subitizing range
congruency lessened the RDE.
Discussion
The present study investigated automaticity and atten-
tion in counting and subitizing ranges. The main object-
ive was to examine whether DD adults are deficient in
their ability to automatically process one or both of the
numerical representation systems. The results showed a
complex picture.
In general we found that, in the non symbolic task –
the symbolic irrelevant information did influence pro-
cessing of the relevant information (i.e., RT was shorter
for congruent than for incongruent trials) in the control
but not in the DD group. The uniqueness of this novel
enumeration Stroop task enables us to look at the auto-
maticity of counting vs. subitizing ranges separately and
hence to reach a finer resolution of the automaticity ofthe non symbolic system. Accordingly, we found that
this significant interaction between group and congruity
appears mainly when the relevant dimension (quantity)
was in the subitizing range (i.e., one, two, three, or four)
and not when it was in the counting range (i.e., more
than four). Specifically, the DD group only showed a
congruency effect when the relevant non symbolic infor-
mation was in the subitizing range.
In the symbolic task, there were no significant differ-
ences between the groups’ responses, and the two groups
showed a typical congruency effect (RT was shorter for
congruent than incongruent trials). In addition, when
quantity, i.e. the non symbolic irrelevant dimension, was
in the counting range, it didn't affect participants' per-
formance, in both DD and control groups.
Three additional variables (besides task, congruity, and
range) were examined in order to eliminate possible al-
ternative explanations of the results: the newly com-
puted variable (i.e., relative dispersion of errors [RDE]),
accuracy rate, and the distance effect. These components
appear to be a good indication of performance: RDE and
accuracy changed as predicted (1) in the different tasks
(more accurate and less RDE in the symbolic task), (2)
in the different congruence conditions (more accurate
and less RDE in the congruent condition), and (3) in the
different ranges (more accurate and less RDE in the sub-
itizing range). In addition, a typical distance effect – the
smaller the distance the larger the RT - was found in the
two groups. However, none of these components yielded
a significant difference between the two groups, apart
from one acc comparison that will be further discussed.
Notably, the current findings replicate previous ones,
and hence, we consider them to be credible and all of
our new findings to be highly reliable. Specifically, (1)
typically, as we found, responding to congruent trials is
found to be faster than responding to incongruent ones
[5,42,52], (2) responses are typically, and in our findings
as well, faster in the symbolic task compared to the non
symbolic one [52,54], and (3) as often found previously,
the subitizing range is processed faster than the counting
one [19,21,27] (for mean reaction times and accuracy
rates see Additional file 1: Appendix 2). (4) The RT slope
for both groups show a typical logarithmic subitizing -
counting slope, indicating that participants use their
subitizing and counting abilities [20,21,42].
We will now discuss three main components of the
task which may have influenced performance and
current results, namely, dimension (i.e., symbolic vs. non
symbolic), congruency (i.e., congruent vs. incongruent),
and numerical ranges (i.e., subitizing vs. counting).
Non symbolic task
In the non symbolic task, only the control group
showed a congruency effect, while the DD group did
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examine the degree of automaticity of the two systems
but also examine the different ranges of these systems
(e.g., subitizing vs. counting) more specifically. In con-
trast to the control group, the DD group was influenced
by the irrelevant symbolic dimension only when the
quantity (relevant dimension) was in the subitizing range
(i.e., 1–4) (DDs showed a congruency effect in the
counting range only).
To date, and to the best of our knowledge, no study
has tested the automaticity of symbolic and non sym-
bolic representations in DDs separately for the subitizing
and the counting ranges. This may be one reason why
different scientific findings are not coherent and conclu-
sive regarding the core deficit of DDs; while some stud-
ies support a deficit in the symbolic system as the main
deficit [37,38] others argue that it is in the non symbolic
system [12,21,55].
It is also notable that the lack of a congruency effect is
all the more unexpected when taking into consideration
that the non symbolic task required more time than the
symbolic one for both groups (that is, reaction times
were significantly shorter in the symbolic than the non
symbolic task; see Additional file 1: Appendix 2a, c;).
This means that written digits might be processed faster
than quantities in the DD group, and yet written digits
(the symbolic irrelevant information) did not influence
the outcome of the non symbolic task. That is to say,
the DD group did not process the symbolic information
automatically.
Two possible explanations for a non significant con-
gruency effect in the subitizing range in DDs are plaus-
ible. First, people with DD may not perceive written
digits as automatically as the control group. Therefore,
written digits have a smaller amount of influence on the
"stronger" non symbolic dimension, quantity in the subi-
tizing range. Indeed, the quantity dimension may be
considered a strong one, since there is much evidence
that subitizing is a fast, resilient [18,21,27], and auto-
matic process [19]. Previous studies support the hypoth-
esis that DDs are not deficient in their abilities to
subitize [23,31,32]. Studies have also shown that auto-
matic access to symbolic numbers is deficient in dyscal-
culic adults [12,21,55], and that DD children suffer
mainly from deficient representations in the symbolic
system [37,38,56].
Secondly, it is possible that the representation of the
symbolic system is intact, but the ability to associate be-
tween the symbolic (e.g., the symbol “3”) and the non
symbolic systems (e.g., the quantity of 3 items) is defi-
cient in dyscalculia. Consequently, even if symbolic pro-
cessing is automatic and intact, the weak association
between quantity and symbols is not sufficiently strong,
and hence, the irrelevant symbolic dimension does notinterfere with or facilitate the subitizing range. Several
studies support this weak association theory. To begin
with, the association between these two systems is
accepted [35,36]. In addition, some researchers, based
on their findings, have suggested that the association be-
tween the symbolic and the non symbolic system is low
in DD participants [12,25]. Much like the first explan-
ation, this weaker association is not strong enough to in-
fluence the "stronger" non symbolic dimension, quantity
in the subitizing range.
When the relevant dimension was in the counting
range (i.e., more than 4) there was no interaction be-
tween group and congruency. Namely, both groups
showed a congruency effect, suggesting that the irrele-
vant symbolic information automatically influenced the
relevant non symbolic information in the counting
range, in both groups. Studies have shown that the abil-
ity to count may be deficient in DDs [23,30-32], and
hence, even though the symbolic system (or the associ-
ation between the symbolic and the non symbolic sys-
tems, as suggested above) may be deficient, it is still
processed in a way that influences the low and deficient
counting process. That is, in the counting range, the two
dimensions of the stimuli (both the symbolic system and
the non symbolic) are deficient, which might lead to a
pattern of results similar to that of the control group
(for illustration see Additional file 1: Appendix 2c).
Symbolic task
No interaction was found between group and congruity
in the symbolic task. That is, both groups were similarly
influenced by the irrelevant non symbolic dimension.
Specifically, a main effect of congruity (shorter RT in the
congruent compared to the incongruent condition) was
found for both groups when the quantity was in the sub-
itizing range and not when it was in the counting range.
These findings are in contradiction with our assump-
tion. We assumed that we would find a reversed effect to
that seen in the non symbolic task. If the symbolic system
of the DD group is indeed deficient [37,38], as suggested
above, then in the symbolic task the DD group should
have been more easily influenced by the irrelevant non
symbolic dimension (quantity) than the control group.
The expected stronger congruency effect was even more
probable in the subitizing range of the irrelevant non sym-
bolic dimension (the quantity) given that this range is
found to be intact in DDs [23,30-32]. There is a likelihood,
as previously proposed, that it is not the symbolic system
itself that is deficient rather the ability to associate be-
tween the two systems. Neuroimaging studies provide us
with a few examples of asymmetric associations between
the symbolic and the non symbolic systems [57,58]. For
instance, Piazza et al. [56] used fMRI adaptation of a
group of dots and of Arabic digits; they found that an
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sion) led to adaptation of digits, but this effect was not
found in the other direction. The findings of the current
study can be a result of such asymmetric association be-
tween quantity and its representative symbol. This associ-
ation may be deficient in the DD group when a written
digit is presented and the meaning or the representative
quantity needs to be retrieved, but not in the other direc-
tion, that is, when a quantity is presented and the written
digit needs to be retrieved.
Furthermore, none of the groups were affected by the ir-
relevant non symbolic dimension (i.e., quantity) when it
was in the counting range. That is, large quantities are not
automatically interpreted as exact numbers, and therefore
do not influence the processing of the relevant symbolic
information. Similar patterns of results were found in pre-
vious studies as well [26,27]. Notice that this pattern too is
not necessarily bidirectional; that is, large quantities are
linked to an exact written digit in the non symbolic task,
as can be seen from the congruency effect found for both
groups in the quantity range in the non symbolic task (i.e.,
when it is relevant). This suggests that symbolic informa-
tion was automatically processed and interfered with the
processing of large non symbolic quantities.
It should also be noted that the symbolic task is pro-
cessed faster than the non symbolic one, in both groups
(see Additional file 1: Appendix 2a, c). Nonetheless, and
despite this fact, the process of written digits (the symbolic
irrelevant information) was influenced by the irrelevant
quantity (in the non symbolic task). These results are
compatible with previous studies, which showed an auto-
matic process for both the symbolic and the non symbolic
number systems in adults [12,21,42,55]. However, automa-
ticity does not always follow an "order rule", meaning that
the faster processed feature is not necessarily the one that
will influence the slower processed one. For example,
Henik and Tzelgov [42] found, much like the current
results, a surprising interference of the irrelevant slower
process on the relevant faster one. They interpreted this
finding as an indication of parallel processing of symbolic
and non symbolic information, rather than serial proces-
sing. The current findings support this parallel processing,
since in the symbolic task the slower irrelevant non sym-
bolic dimension influenced the faster relevant symbolic
one in both groups. In addition, in the non symbolic task
a faster irrelevant symbolic dimension didn't influence the
slower processing of the relevant non symbolic one in the
DD group.
Distance effect
In this study four different distances were used; congruent -
zero which appears only in the congruent trials (e.g., the
number “9” appears nine times), and three incongruent
distances that obviously appear only in the incongruenttrials: one, two, and five. Notably, contrary to other types
of Stroop task, in the current enumerations Stroop task
participants are not asked to compare numbers but to
name the written digit or the quantity. Accordingly, the
distance in the current task is between the relevant and
the irrelevant dimension of the same stimulus (as opposed
to a typical and more familiar numerical distance between
two numbers compared in a typical comparison task [59]),
which are both different in their number format and part
of different systems (symbolic or nonsymbolic). Hence,
this is a complex and different example of distance effect.
Some studies have argued that DDs display stronger dis-
tance effect compared to control groups [3,5,30]. In order
to further study this assumption, and to examine whether
a qualitative difference between DDs and controls may be
the cause of the results, we looked at the different dis-
tances of the task (zero, one, two, and five) and compared
them without referring to the congruency of the stimuli.
This was done separately for each range and for the two
ranges combined. A similar pattern of the distance effect
was found for both groups (the larger the distance, the
shorter the RT) and no interaction was found between the
different distances and groups. Hence, the different nu-
merical distances between the relevant and irrelevant
dimensions have no effect on our results and were not the
reason for the differences between the groups. That is, the
distance effect is not the cause for the differences, rather
they are caused by the inability to automatically process
numerical symbolic information and non symbolic large
quantities. These findings are in line with previous studies
which examined distance effect in DD participants and
did not find a different pattern of distance effect as com-
pared to control groups [39].
Conclusions
In summary, the results show a distinct difference in the
non symbolic task of the enumeration Stroop between
DD and control adults. As opposed to previous studies,
the current task enables us to carefully study not only
the symbolic and non symbolic numerical systems in
general but also the different numerical ranges. The
current findings clearly suggest that the symbolic system
of the DD group is deficient and also that the counting
range of the non symbolic system is deficient as well.
We formed a theoretical model of these results in the
non symbolic task, which may act as a framework for fu-
ture scientific work. The model illustrates that the sym-
bolic system of the DD group may be deficient, but the
non-symbolic subitizing range is intact. The model also
illustrates that counting abilities may be deficient in both
symbolic and non-symbolic numerical representations
(see Figure 8).
We have also proposed that this deficiency is not ne-
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Figure 8 A tentative model of the results.
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in their association between a written digit and its corre-
sponding quantity. This deficiency is not necessarily bi-
directional, therefore it is possible that the association
between a written digit and its corresponding quantity is
weak while the association between a quantity and its
corresponding written digit is intact. Finally, in the sym-
bolic task both groups (i.e., controls and DDs) showed a
congruency effect (i.e., RT was shorter in the congruent
than in the incongruent condition).
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